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HARVIN—WAIT, WHAT? 21
Choose Your Country ofService
in Today’s Peace Corps
Information Session
Seattle University
Tuesday, October 7
12:30 to 1:20 p.m.
Pavilion Living Room
Returned Peace Corps Volunteer Benjamin Conway
will discuss the new shorter application process
and how applicants can now choose
their assignment and country of service using
our updated interactive website.
Life is calling. Howfar will you go?
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855.855.1961 | www.peacecorps.gov/apply
FOLLOW YOUR
PASSION, THEN PLAN
YOUR CAREER
Expand your career options with the
Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required
SEATTLEU
ALBERS SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
The Bridge MBA at Seattle University
For more information, call (206) 296-5784
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.
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Meeting at!Lincoln Square Cinemas during renovation of our permanentfacility.
FEEL LIKE WRITING FOR US? 1
ASPIRING WRITERS CAN COME TO OUR
MONDAY NIGHT MEETINGS AND VOLUNTEER
FOR STORIES.
.■
7:00PM, EVERY MONDAY
SPECTATOR OFFICE NEXT TO THE CAVE IN
CAMPION
COVER BY JESSIE KOON
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BABYORCA PRESUMED DEAD-
Researchers said on Tuesday that a
baby orca born early last month in
the Puget Sound might have died. If
true, the death would be a sad blow
to the area’s already dwindling killer
whale population.
L-120, as the baby is known, has
not been seen with its pod since the
population of endangered orcas re-
turned recently to inland waters of
western Washington.
Offshore for nearly ten days, the
pod encountered a storm some-
time last week, which might have
caused fatal complications for the
baby orca. According to Shari Tar-
antino, president of the board of di-
rectors at Orca Conservancy, baby
killer whales are not typically with-
out their mother for long periods
oftime.
“They generally stick right with its
mother,” Tarantinosaid.
If L-120 is indeed gone, that would
leave 78 orcas in the Puget Sound
population, which was protected un-
der the Endangered Species Act in
2005.
Decades ago, the majestic black
and white orca whales, which remain
an important symbol of the Pacific
Northwest, numberedover 140 in the
Puget Sound. But in the 1970s when
dozens of killer whales were captured
for marine parksand aquariums, that
number dropped to 71.
A
STARBUCKS OKAYS TATTOOS,
AND OTHER CHANGES - Feel-
ing generous on the cusp ofthe hol-
iday season, Starbucks announced
on Thursday some bold changes for
its employees and its customers.
Tattoos at the workplace? Go for
it, unless they are on your face or
throat. Black denim, colored ties
and neck scarves? Sure thing. Cof-
fee for life? If you’re lucky.
Allowing U.S. employees to show
their tattoos and to sport formally
banned types of clothing are part of
a larger move by Seattle’s coffee em-
pire to be more relaxed about differ-
ent forms ofself-expression.
The coffee for life possibility is an
unprecedented promotion intended
to draw people into their loyalty
program. Those who purchase their
coffee with a Starbucks card or with
the Starbucks mobile app will be
automatically entered to win “Star-
bucks for Life.” Ten winners will
be selected across the country and
will be able to enjoy- one free item
a day—coffee or otherwise, with
some restrictions—for 30 years.
According to the Seattle Times,
starting pay rates will also be in-
creased in January (although that
rate depends on the market). Like-
wise, baristas and shift supervisors
will receive a raise, and employees
with a long tenure may be rewarded
with a “lump sum increase.” Star-
bucks' will review and assess pay
everyyear.
Starbucks also announced on
Thursday plans to end irregular
scheduling, particularly empha-
sizing situations where employees
close the store, then must return
hours later to open.
THE CHURCH REVERSES ON
INCLUSIVE TONE- The his-
toric acceptance of gay and lesbian
Catholics signaled in a preliminary
document issued by the Church last
week was reversed Saturday when
the two-week assembly on fam-
ily in contemporary society came to
an end.
“God is not afraid of new things.
That is why he is continuously sur-
prising us, opening our hearts and
guiding us in unexpected ways,”
the pope said in a sermon to nearly
70,000 people in St. Peters Square,
after the ceremonial gathering of
bishops finished last weekend.
Conservative bishops pushed to
dismantle the inclusive tone that
the initial report struck on issues of
same-sex marriage, cohabitation and
divorce. The tone, they argued, would
confuse the faithful and threaten tra-
ditional family values.
The pope welcomed the meet-
ings diversity of strong, candidly-
expressed opinions, and called the
synod a “great experience.”
According to records released by
the Vatican, a controversial article
concerning gayand lesbian Catholics
received a majority vote, but it did
not acquire the necessary two-thirds
majority usually needed for broad
consensus and to be included in the
final report.
Despite not garnering the two-
thirds majority, the assembly decid-
ed to include the article, which, ac-
cording to experts, will ensure that it
is discussed thoughtfully before next
year’s synod.
RED WALL’ON BROADWAY FINALLY COMES DOWN
Will McQuilkin
Staff Writer
Five years ago, Capitol Hill Sound
Transit kicked off a project to create a
light rail that will connect Downtown
Seattle, the University of Washington
and Capitol Hill.
The final stages of the project began
earlier this summer with the exit of
the giant crane that had occupied E.
John St. and Broadway since the proj-
ects conception. Now the “Red Wall,”
erected when construction began, is
being dismantled panel by panel.
The various murals and other works
of art covering the wall, which were
commissioned by the CHST, are also
being disassembledand shipped away
from their homes on Capitol Hill.
Some pieces are being given back to
the local artists who crafted them,
while other large, unwieldy pieces are
coming down with the rest of the wall.
Some of the paneling has already
come down. According to the Capitol
Hill Seattle blog, construction is ahead
of schedule and more than 80 percent
of the necessary construction is com-
plete. The U-Link station on Capitol
Hill is expected to open in early 2016.
A Sound Transit spokesperson told
CHS that the paneling should be gone
by spring of next year, but that plan
is “contingent and subject to change
based on contractorschedules.”
Thus the artwork, some of which
has been present on Capitol Hill since
2010, will be entirely removed in just
over a year.
“I have no idea what I would do
with 100 pieces of plywood,” said art-
ist Baso Fibonacci after CHS asked
him what he was going to do with
the 120-foot mural he, with the help
of Zach Rochstad and Japhy Witte,
helped create.
The mural has dominated most of
the East John St. stretch of the Red
Wall since its conception in 2010.
According to the artist, the panel-
ing wasn’t primed before the mural
was painted and is now “falling apart,”
according to Fibonacci. Still, the artist
went on to hint that he may try to get
a hold of a remnant of the piece before
it is taken down.
The disassembly of the wall and its
resident artwork is good.news for the
many people who commute to the U-
District by public transportation on a
regular basis, given that the current
route is the crowded bus to Westlake
Station. The Seattle Times reported
that Josh Kavanagh, University of
Washington transportation director,
said students would benefit greatly if
therail were running before the 2016-
2017 academic year begins.
“Having people be able to practice
the means ofcommuting they will use
during the school year would be won-
derful,” Kavanuagh said.
Students are already enthusedabout
trying out the new light rail.
“I would love it ifthe rail were func-
tional ahead of schedule. I commute
“Fe Fi Fo Fum,” painted by Tory Franklin. JESSI JESSIKOON THE SPECTATOR
to Capitol Hill pretty regularly so the
easier it is to get from UW to here the
better,” said Max Slaughter, a first-year
student at the University of Washing-
ton School of Law. “It is a bummer
about the art coming down, some of it
was pretty cool. Still, it does seem like
progress is being made. I don’t mind
riding the bus, but ifthe light rail were
significantly easier I think it could be
a cool option.
Slaughter hails from the Bay Area
and said the plans for the light rail
remind him of the Bay Area Rapid
Transit back home. The Capitol Hill
station in particular will serve a simi-
larly dense population.
Meanwhile, Sound Transit reported
that it plans to release land above and
around the future Capitol Hill Station
for redevelopment into apartments,
Octooer 22. 2014
retail, a plaza and community build-
ings in March 2016. According to a
report published by the Department
of Planning and Development, the
site above the station (purchased by
Sound Transit prior to construction)
will be opened to projects regarding
community and retail development.
Ideas include a public plaza, which
could serve as a permanent place for
the Broadway Farmers Market.
For many students, the removal of
the Red Wall and subsequent opening
of the Sound Transit station will sig-
nify the end of an era. Time will tell if
the new light rail station proves to be
worth the years ofwork.
Will may be contacted at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com
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NOTORIOUS MARS HILL PASTOR RESIGNS
Darlene Graham
Staff Writer
As senior pastor, founder and the
face of the now-infamous Mars
Hill Church, Mark Driscoll is well-
known for his provocative preaching
and his unusual interpretations of
biblical scripture.
More recently, however, Driscoll
has made headlines for charges of
plagiarism, bullying and intimidating
behavior. An investigation by 21 of
Mars Hill’s former church elders de-
terminedthat Driscoll exhibited “pat-
terns of persistent sinful behavior.”
Mars Hill’s Board of Elders informed
churchgoers of these investigation re-
sults on Oct. 12.
Two days later, Driscoll
formally resigned.
Founded 18 years ago in Seattle,
Mars Hill Church quickly established
itselfas a religious force in the largely
secular Pacific Northwest. At each of
the fifteen locations, or “campuses,”
members gather to watch podcasts of
the weekend services and online vid-
eos of Driscoll’s preaching that gross
an average of 260,000 hits per week.
Driscoll appeared as a guest on day-
time television shows like “The View”
and “Dr. Drew” and was profiled in
the New York Times Magazine.
In 2013, Mars Hill peaked in its
growth when the average week-
ly attendance was more than
12,320 people.
Driscoll’s charismatic and charming
personality was tainted by controver-
sy. His passionate approach and often
raw messages earned him a polariz-
ing response from the larger Chris-
tian community. Liberals winced at
his hellfire theology and perpetual
preaching that women submit to their
husbands. Conservatives were ap-
palled by his use of profanity and his
sexually explicit language. Driscoll is
a self-proclaimed New Calvinist, and
many ofhis ideas stem from that ide-
ology.
Jimmy McCarthy, Seattle U’s cam-
pus minister for social justice said, “As
someone who is not a Calvinist, I find
(New) Calvinist theology problematic
6 NEWS
in a lot of ways. It’s interesting to me
the
ways that they are counter-cultur-
al...The things that they are counter-
cultural about are not the ways that
Jesus would be counter-cultural.”
Driscoll’s online sermons are partic-
ularly known to have raised a few eye-
brows. With titles like “Biblical Oral
Sex” and “Pleasuring Your Spouse,”
his clips were deemed too racy to
be featured on GodTube, the evan-
gelical Christian “family-friendly”
video-posting site and an “Under 17
Requires Adult Permission” warning
flashes before each video begins.
In an online posting on Chris-
tian Newswire’s website, radio talk
show host Ingrid Schlueter described
Driscoll as “a sad product of our
times.” She added, “He is pornifying
the church and only adding to the
moral squalor of our culture.”
Many attendees, however, em-
braced the rawness and authenticity of
his approach.
“I love the preaching... It’s very easy
to relate to,” said Vlad Baiun, a high
school senior and regular attendee at
Mars Hill’s location in Bellevue.
In 2012, Driscoll published his book
“Real Marriage: The Truth about Sex,
Friendship and Life,” earning him na-
tional media attention. He dove deeply
into questions about Christian sexual-
ity and sexual practice by describing
his own sex life in graphic detail.
Many readers and reviewers were
concerned by Driscoll’s discussion of
female sexuality in particular. He re-
ferred to women in highly patriarchal
terms, encouraging the strict confines
ofmarital sexual expression for wom-
en in subservient roles.
Denny Burk, a Biblical studies pro-
fessor and popular blogger, wrote,
“Chapter 10 has the potential to wreak
havoc in such marriages where one
spouse will feel a whole range of ta-
boos to be ‘permissible’ if he can
convince his spouse to participate.
This to me seems like a recipe for
marital disaster.”
But Driscoll’s lack of egalitarian-
ism impacts more than cisgender
heterosexual women. Driscoll is ada-
mant in the re-writing of the Ameri-
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One of the many Mars Hill churches in the greater Seattle area
located in the center ofdowntown on 5th avenue.
can Protestantism’s depiction of Jesus
as a gentle, patient pacifist. He wrote
that this Jesus is a “Richard Simmons,
hippie, queer Christ,” as well a “neu-
tered and limp-wristed popular Sky
Fairy ofpop culture.” Instead, Driscoll
campaigns for the “Mixed Martial
Arts Christ.”
Rachel Doll O’Mahoney, Seattle U’s
Campus Minister for Faith Formation
said Driscoll’s visions on women were
problematic for other people as well.
“It’s really easy to look at Mark
Driscoll and think he’s contributing
to the oppression ofwomen,” she said.
“But if we’re contributing to the op-
pression of women, we’re contribut-
ing to the oppression of men, we’re
contributing to • the oppression of
gender non-conforming individuals,
our LGBTQ brothers and sisters...
At the end of the day, it just feels
holistically oppressive.”
Driscoll has been on leave since
Aug. 24, when, according to church
leaders, he voluntarily resigned until
the investigations were finished.
“Today, also by God’s grace, and
with the full support of my wife
Grace, I resign my position as pas-
tor and elder of Mars Hill,” Driscoll
declared in his resignation letter, as
printed by the Seattle Times. “I do so
with profound sadness, but also with
complete peace.”
Pastor Dave Bruskas cur-
rently serves as senior pastor in
Driscoll’s place.
Darlene may be reached at
dgraham@su-spectator.com
COMMUTER STUDENTS ASK FOR VISIBILITY
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
Seattle University could start hearing
more from a group on campus that
has long been marginalized: commut-
er students.
Discontented with their often un-
satisfying role on campus, some com-
muters are working to develop new
means for advocacy and community.
Back in September, senior and com-
muter student Robert Gavino received
two complaints within a week about
the institutionsregard for commuters.
Gavino, who has faced struggles as a
commuter himself and knows others
who have too, reached out to other
students with an idea. While there are
some issues that commuter students
want to see progressing this year, Ga-
vinos goal is to first give a voice to
those issues and the students behind
them.
Gavino started meeting with vari-
ous commuters, asking them about
their complaints, experiences and
connections with the hope of bring-
ing these to the attention of the
higher administration.
“[We want to] essentially figure out
what is the commuter voice, what
is the commuter experience and get
solid student feedback, experience
and stories down so we can go to the
administration,” Gavino said. “We can
go to staff and faculty and say these
are the facts, these are the lived expe-
riences of many students. And these
are the patterns we’re seeing over talk-
ing to many students.”
Lynn Doan, a sophomore and re-
cent Commuter Student Rep-elect,
has a couple of issues in mind that she
would like to address, particularly re-
garding commuter transportation and
parking.
In addition to the difficulty of find-
ing parking spaces, the commuterbus
passes that students can get cost them
$300 dollars for the entire year. Ac-
cording to Doan, this can add signifi-
cant financial stress.
“Most of the time students who are
commuting chose to do that to save
money,” Doan said in reference to on-
campus housing costs. “[Paying for
housing is] a huge financial burden.”
Another issue that is important
to Doan is locker space. The lockers
in the Student Center cost money to
rent, and collegium lockers are shared,
resulting in minimal available storage.
There are several collegia on campus
which offer resources and spaces for
commuter students during the day.
Doan is a part of the Lynn Collegium,
and because of their locally-themed
learning community, Doan has gotten
to connect with some service work in
the area.
“That’s where we’re from, but it gives
us a different lens to look at these
communities,” Doan said.
For the first time this academic year,
freshmen commuters were automati-
cally enrolled in the Lynn Collegium.
Even with a designated place to
hang out, Doan says that commuters
have to plan for their entire day when
they come to school, with everything
they might need. That means they
need a place to store it.
“For us, we have to carry our lives
in our backpacks. Our entire lives,”
Doan said.
But Doan and Gavino both agree
that the most important commuter is-
sue to address is language. According
to Doan, it is sometimes hard to tell
from the language the university uses
whether certain aspects of the univer-
sity include them or not. Gavino said
it is a sentiment that implies a degree
of disrespect.
“The lack of structures including
commuter students into the general
events and programming on this cam-
pus communicated a lack of regard
and a lack of respect and a lack of
acknowledgement of commuter stu-
dents,” Gavino said.
With this in mind, one of Gavino’s
biggest aims with his project is to
change the university language to in-
clude commuter students, which this
year, could start with a thorough edu-
cation of campus student leaders.
“An ultimate goal is changing cul-
ture around how we talk about life
on campus, especially commuting
students, because oftentimes the lan-
guage that’s used, especially at orien-
tation for example, is assuming that
everyone lives on campus and lives
in a residence hall room, and is five
minutes away from campus,” Gavino
said. “Because honestly, there are also
other structures at work within the
functioning culture of the university
that makes commuter students and
the commuting experience invisible
to residential students.”
To combat this invisibility, Gavi-
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no’s vision is to collaborate with both
Doan and Commuter and Transfer
Student Life. CTSL is an on campus
resource for commuting and trans-
fer students. It is headed by Director
Diane Schmitz.
“The vision of Commuter & Trans-
fer Student Life (CTSL) is that all the
students we serve are fullyvalued, and
integrated within the Seattle Univer-
sity community,” reads CTSL’s page
on the Seattle U website. One of their
main goals is to “advocate and edu-
cate the campus community about the
unique experiences and needs of the
students we serve.”
Gavino said that they have done a
good job of accessing student voices,
and he thinks that peer-to-peer evalu-
ation would be an important addition
to the cause. He added that obtaining
consistent student testimonies will
support these proposals as they are
brought to the attention of higher ad-
ministration.
Even ifthe changes are not immedi-
ate, Gavino wants commuter students
to know who is advocating for them.
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
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SNAPCHAT HACKERS RELEASE PERSONAL PHOTOS
Gustavo Sagrero
Volunteer Writer
A highly publicized leak of thou-
sands of private Snapchat photos has
shocked the world into therealization
that celebrities are not the only ones
whose private photos are being tar-
geted by hackers.
Only a few of Snapchat users should
be concerned with this leak, in which
thousands ofprivate images have been
obtained by hackers and released to
the general public via the internet.
The leak originated not from Snap-
chat itself, but from a third party app
called Snapsave. This app allows its
users to save the snaps they receive
for an indeterminate amount of time.
Snapchat promises that photos sent
through their service are deleted for-
ever —and that if the receiver of the
Snapchat takes a screenshot, the user
is notified. The creators of Snapsave,
however, have found a way to work
around that, allowing its users to save
the once perishable photos without
the sender ever knowing.
According to Snapchat s blog, once
the photo is sent from the applica-
tion, the image data is put onto one of
their servers.
“Once we’ve been notified that a
snap has been opened by all of its re-
cipients, it isdeleted from our servers,”
reads a post from the Snapchat blog.
“If a snap is still unopened after 30
days, it too is deleted from our serv-
ers.” It’s during this time, when the file
is still on the server, that the image is
most vulnerable, and when apps like
Snapsave capitalize.
Whenever users access data through
a third party app like Snapsave, the
app requests the data from the initial
Snapchat servers, acting as just anoth-
er “Snapchat” app for the user. Once
the data is received, the third party
app can do anything with the image.
In this case, Snapsave takes that data,
saves it onto one of its own servers,
and allows its users to open up the im-
ages. At that point, users can look at
the images as long as they want and
ultimately save them. While Snap-
save hasn’t specified whether they save
8
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these photos, the recent leak indicates
that they are accesible long enough for
cybercriminals to get to them. Hack-
ers have found a weak point in the
security of Snapsave database’s, allow-
ing them to access the data stored on
their servers.
Some are blaming Snapchat for this
leak, claiming that the app’s lack of a
screenshot option that doesn’t notify
the sender is responsible for the need
for a third-party app. This feature is
what prompted users to start using
Snapsave. It also attracted the atten-
tion of the Federal Trade Commission
and led to a dispute early this year
with Snapchat over this particular as-
pect of the application.
In the same dispute, the FTC filed
a suit citing Snapchat’s failure to se-
cure its “Find Friends” feature. That
failure may have resulted in a security
breach, enabling attackers to access
millions of Snapchat usernames and
phone numbers.
The weakness of one third-party cli-
ent app also raises the question ofhow
at risk other third-party applications
like 6snap or Snaptastic, both apps for
Windows phones, might be.
Another interesting technology
controversy is the iCloud leak that oc-
curred over the summer, also dubbed
“the Fappening” —a massive invasion
of privacy that has now expanded into
a two-part leak. Unlike the leak from
Snapsave in which hackers found a
flaw in the security of the third-party
app, the photos taken directly from
celebrities’ private iCloud accounts
was a simple matter of guessing the
right password.
“For things like a bank account and
stuff for FAFSA, I probably should
make it more secure, but then again
I think, well I’m not really famous so
who wants to know my information”
said senior Shraddha Shirude.
“I’m not very good at thinking of
new passwords, so I’m usually us-
ing the same one even though they
say ‘don’t do that”’ said sophomore
Chloe Schiffman. “But as far as im-
portant accounts, I should probably
make sure they are secure, but for the
most part there isn’t really a need to
do anything.”
Many of those affected by the leak
are femalecelebrities. The list includes
Jennifer Lawrence, Victoria Justice,
Kate Upton, and Aubrey Plaza, just to
name a few.
“In my opinion this is a sex crime,”
said Jason Miller, professor of Sociol-
ogy and Visual Anthropology at Seat-
tle University. “Ifwe look at other sex
crimes, viewers of child pornography
are also guilty, and not charged as just
‘voyeuristic’... it seems to me that [the
women in these photographs are] be-
ing violated in the same way.”
Finding justice for the celeb-
rities afflicted will probably be
hard to come by because of the
internet’s anonymity.
“We need to be conscious on how
we’re using new media because many
of them aren’t safe, even devices we
think are obviously ‘safe’, whatever
that means, maybe aren’t,” Miller said.
“We need to grapple with the kind of
purposes of that kind of technology
and its potential.”
The editor can be reached at
abever@su-spectator.com
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
Brace yourselves: Winter is coming.
Earlier this month, the Puget Sound
area began its annual “Take the Win-
ter by Storm” campaign to get all local
residents to start their preparations
so that they can handle snow storms,
power outages, flooding and any other
situation that may arise this winter.
The campaign began as a response to
a winter storm back in 2006, which led
to power outages for over 1.5 million
people. Many residents were unaware
of how to deal with the situation and
over 300 people were affected by car-
bon monoxide poisoning by trying
to keep warm with grills or gasoline-
powered generators inside the house.
Whether or not Seattle receives
snow this year, it is time for people
to start preparing for winter weath-
er of all kinds, including the Seattle
University community.
In case of emergency, the campus
has emphasized that students should
have extra food and water available in
their residences, whether they are on
or off campus. On campus
students
received earthquake kits at the be-
ginning of the year with small snacks
and water.
EMERALD CITY 'TAKING WINTER BY STORM’
Students should also be prepared in
the event of a power outage by keep-
ing a flashlight on hand. Candles are
prohibited in the residence halls and
should be avoided. However, the
most important tip for students is to
keep warm.
“What really gets you cold is get-
ting wet,” said Tim Marron, Executive
Director of Public Safety and Trans-
portation. “Make sure to have winter
clothing, boots and take an umbrella
with you.”
Outside ofthe residence halls, Pub-
lic Safety and Facilities will be work-
ing to make sure the campus is ready
for winter. Officers on patrol will
keep track of the conditions on cam-
pus and, if it gets icy, facilities on call
will come to salt the area and work on
clearing any snow or ice. In the event
of a snow storm, major routes on cam-
pus will be cleared and students will
be notified via email or the Seattle U
website if classes are cancelled.
Students living in residence halls
will have a community of support
through the winter, but students who
live off campus in
their own houses for
the first time will have a new challenge
to face in the coming months.
“There are a lot of things about liv-
ing off campus that I haven’t really
learned, and it also doesn’t really get
that cold back in California,” said
junior Cassie Cottrell. “This is my
first time living off campus, so I’m a
little nervous.”
Students living in off-campushomes
will want to take extra precautions to
make sure their houses are ready in
the event of a winter storm.
“Ourhouse is very old and was built
in 1905 so it has a lot of cracks in the
window frames and door frames and
doesn’t have much insulation,” said ju-
nior Matilda Schroeter. “What we are
going to do is put plastic wrap around
the windows to keep the heat in and
probably put weather strips under the
doors to make it-airtight. We are also
going to have lots ofblankets available
to wrap up in.”
Keeping warm is one of the biggest
issues for students off campus as some
houses do not come equipped with
heaters and those that do come with
an extra utility cost for its use.
“Our house has a heating system,
but you have to pay for it so if it was
my choice I wouldn’t use it,” said ju-
nior Sam Wolff. “I’m just naturally re-
silient to the conditions, but I’m sure
my roommates will try to turn the
heat up.”
Several students said that they
October 22. 2014
would be investing in more jackets
and blankets to stay warm. Some stu-
dents have also equipped their homes
with carbon monoxide alarms in case
warming the house with gas powered
appliances such as an oven or stove
becomes a danger.
While going off campus or stepping
outside the house, there are other win-
ter dangers that students will want to
prepare for.
“With the winter months, it is dark-
er longer,” Marron said. “Plan ahead if
you are going to go out at night, how
you are going to getthere and how you
are going to get home.”
Marron also stressed the importance
of staying aware ofone’s surroundings
during the winter to be aware of cars
and bicycleswhose driversmay not be
used to snowy or icy conditions.
With increased awareness and extra
preparation, the community can have
a safer winter season.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
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OFFICERS
2014-2015
AS CONTINUES TO TACKLE ISSUES OLD AND NEW, IT IS IMPORTANT TO HAVE
A TEAM OE LEADERS IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT READY TO HANDLE ANYTHING THAT COMES THEIR WAY. NO MATTER YOUR
GRADE OR YOUR GOALS, THIS GROUP IS HERE TO aAwoa&, FOR YOU.
HERE ARE YOUR SGSU REPRESENTATIVES FOR THE 2011-2015 YEAR
SARAH COLUCCIO
Academic year: Junior
Major: Accounting
Coluccio knows that pride is a major factor to
the success of a school. She believes that if more
people exhibit school pride, then more people
will be encouraged to apply and attend Seattle U,
and that will lead to the development of new and
improved programs. In her years at Seattle U and
as a women's soccer team member, she has seen
an increase of school spirit and hopes to further
develop this as much as she can as Athletic Repre-
sentative. She plans on increasing spirit by getting
more of the student body to attend sporting
events and encouraging athletes to support more
non-athletic related activities on campus.
Come talk to her about: F. Scott Fitzgerald,
going outdoors and acrylic painting on canvas.ATHLETIC REPj
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fFRESHMAN REP
FEATURES
TANISH BHOJWANI
Academic year: Freshman
Major: Finance
Bhojwani knows that becoming
educated about campus issues can
be difficult, especially for freshmen.
However, he thinks that it is important
for freshmen to learn about issues
like unionization, divestment, gender
inclusive restrooms and the smoking
policy to have an involved and
intellectual college experience.
Bhojwani has educated himself about
ISHEETA TEWARI
Academic year: Freshman
Major: Psychology, Premed
I
Tewari believes that her
most important task as Freshmen
Representative is unifying her class
so that they have a strong feeling of
community throughout their four years
"IT’S IMPORTANT
TO 5LEND STUDENT
ATHLETES WITH
THE REST OT THE
STUDENT 50Dr
these issues and plans to inform
his class about the most important
developments in recent years by
organizing forums. Some of the other
projects he has considered include
creating a lounge area or recreation
hall for various grades to interact and
mingle.
Come talk to him about: The
American Marketing Association,
soccer, yoga and exploring the city in
whichever direction his heart takes
him.
"COMMUTERS SEEM TO LIVE IN 1
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT WORLD
EROM OTHER STUDENTS...WE
CARRY OUR WHOLE LIVES IN
our mpAas: j
at Seattle U. She intends to plan
several activities this year so that
freshmen can meet each other and
find out who is in their grade. While
she has had an enjoyable experience
on campus so far, she knows that
not all students are enjoying their
time and may be struggling with
their classes. She wants to work
with advisors to hear their point
of view and find out if things can
be improved. She also wants to
educate herself about topics such as
the school budget.
Come talk to her about: Debate
club, Rotaract club, and service.
Doan's commute from her home in
South Seattle to the Seattle U campus
takes almost two hours by bus every
day. Like other commuters, she is
often concerned with timing and has
to be mindful about traffic, whether
buses are available and the dangers
of using the bus late at night. Doan
has noticed that commuters often
miss important informational and
COMMUTER REP
LYNN DOAN
Academic year: Sophomore
Major: Pre-Major
JARROD GALLAGHER
Academic year: Sophomore
Major: Premajor
NON-TRADITIONAL
STUDENTS REP
Gallagher was in the Navyfor more
than four years as a nuclear electrician
and transferred from Olympic College
in Bremerton to Seattle U last winter.
As a non-traditional student, Gallagher
experienced the various struggles that
his community faces. He noticed that it
is difficult for non-traditional students
to get involved on campus and they of-
ten do not enjoy their time at school as
social events because of their
commutes, which consequently
makes commuters feel excluded
from the community. She plans
to advocate for commuters and
make events more accessible
so the school can be more
considerate of commuter
students' schedules. Doan also
wants to increase the practice
of using inclusive language
so that commuters are better
represented in the Seattle
U community. In addition to
improving language to be more
inclusive and making school
events more accessible, she
hopes to implement more free
or inexpensive lockers available
on campus for commuters.
Speaking with commuter
students on campus and in the
various collegiums will help her
find and target concerns.
Come talk to her about: Drawing,
photography and service
learning.
much as traditional students. He said
that he himself had difficulties get-
ting involved on campus and meeting
people as a commuter and non-tradi-
tional student. While his experiences
at Seattle U have been somewhat
rough, he has appreciated his time
here and wants to make sure that
other non-traditional students have
better opportunities to succeed on
campus. Going to the different col-
legia, meeting other non-traditional
students and creating leadership op-
portunities are some of the ways that
Gallagher hopes to improve the non-
traditional student experience. He
believes that by coming up with new
programs for students to be leaders
in their community, they will be able
to get more involved and live out the
school's mission.
Come talk to him about: Filmmaking,
video games like World of Warcraft
and The Legend of Zelda and the
Navy.
'GETTING STUDENTS TO
E>E LEADERS WILE HELP
THEM TO LIVE OUT THE
[SCHOOL'S! MISSION.*
lfi>1 MM »11B k all H »»
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BRADEN WILD
Academic year: Freshman
Major: International Studies
The Students with Disabilities
Representative position is a new
SGSU position this year that is not
JORDAN MURAKAMI
Academic year: Junior
Major: Business
lifTw . mm mm 3- j »1 nJ|»j||
s 1if L *1 gAaJAf , i
"THE MOST PRESSING ISSUE
FOR ETRANSFER STUDENTS] IS ~
HAVING A SENSE OF COMMUNITY
AND SOMEONE TO GO TO;'
yet as defined as the others. Wild is
not afraid to test the boundaries of
what he can do for students with
disabilities and will define his role
throughout the year. Some of his
biggest goals include making sure that
issues such as divestment and large
on-campus events like Quadstock
are not exclusionary with regards to
physical access or language. While
positive changes will look different
case-by-case, Wild will reach out to
students with disabilitiesand listen to
their experiences so that he can learn
what is needed to make them feel
more included. Overall, Wild wants
to increase the degree of attention
given to this community so that they
are aware of the resources available
to them. He has already spoken with
relevant entities on campus such
as the Disabilities Services office.
He plans to further educate himself
about the resources on campus and
how they work to enrich students'
experience and promote beneficial
conversations.
Come talk to him about: Business
clubs, Seattle University Enactus
Team, current events and the Model
United Nations.
When Murakami transferred to Seattle
U from Folsom Lake College in California
this year, he was disappointed by
the lack of representation of transfer
students on campus. Upon joining the
Tekakwitha Collegium for junior and
senior transfer students, he realized
how useful it is for transfer students
to have a place to go to and be able
to connect with other individuals
that have shared concerns. His main
goal as the Transfer Representative
is to connect transfer students to the
collegium so that they can become
aware of events throughout campus
and become more involved. He also
wants to improve transfer students'
transition experience, and hopes to
make it as rich and exciting as the
experiences of incoming freshman.
Come talkto him about: The American
Marketing Association, soccer, yoga
and exploring the city in whichever
direction his heart takes him.
■i uUni i i-i-
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS REP
AHN (JADEN) PHAN
Academic Year: Junior
Major: Accounting
Phan is originally from Vietnam, and this
is his first year at Seattle U as a transfer
student from South Seattle College.
During his time on campus he has
noticed that there is a lack of interaction
between international students and
the local community. While he hopes
to increase international students'
interaction with other students, he also
wants international students to become
ROBERT GAVINO
Academic year: Senior
Major: Humanities for Leader-
ship major with a specialization in
intersectional communication
Gavino is passionate about mak-
ing sure that each individual on cam-
pus thrives and not just survives.
He finds it unacceptable that there
are some voices on campus that are
not being heard and do not feel safe
discussing their concerns. His major
plans include increasing a culture
-LARGEREP
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"I HOP[ THAT I CAN
enforce: and strengthen
THE CONNECTION 5ETWEEN
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
AND DOMESTIC SOCIETY."
more engaged with the city around
them. He believes that encouraging
international students to interact with
American culture will enrich their
academic and social experiences.
He plans on working closely with
the International Student Center to
organize and endorse events such
as the annual international dinner.
He believes that increasing student
knowledge about cultural programs
on campus will help band international
students and local residents together
so that they can share their respective
experiences and knowledge. He
wants to give everyone on a campus
a chance to connect and interact
with those who may have different
backgrounds and perspectives.
Come talk to him about: Soccer,
piano and watching movies.
n
of dialogue on campus, specifically in
populations that are marginalized and
might have given up on having their
voices heard. He plans on changing
how groups such as commuters and
queer-identifying students interact
with student leaders and the adminis-
tration by working in small groups with
other student advocates. He will work
closely with the previously elected At-
Large Representative, Owen Goetze,
and other SGSU representatives such
as Lynn Doan to reach these groups. By
taking small steps and listening to vari-
ous voices on campus he hopes to cre-
ate lasting, trickle down effects.
Come talk to him about: acoustic
covers of music, a capella and cooking.
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"THE HOST MEANINGFUL CHANGE
IS GOING TO COME IN ACTIONABLE
STEPS TOWARDS A LARGER GOAL."
LIT CRAWL
HIGHLIGHTS
OCTOBER 23,2014
Phase 2: 7:00-7:45 p.m.
Phase 2: “7 @ 7” Seven writers from
Seattle7Writers read for seven min-
utes each from their newest works.
PHOTO COURTESY OF GREENCITYPIX.COM
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
TOWN HALL SEATTLE, 1119
8THAVE.
VERMILLION, 150811TH AVE.
All photosfeatured are from the 2013
Seattle Lit Crawl
THE PROJECT ROOM, 1315
E PINE ST.
Phase 2: “Hedgebrook Presents:
Past Lives” Four women from the
Hedgebrook literary community
share works on ghosts, gods, grief
and more.
PHOTO COURTESY OF MIKE RUSSELL, MIKERUSSELLFOTO.COM
PHOTO COURTESY OF MIKE RUSSELL, MIKERUSSELLFOTO.COM
LTD. ART GALLERY/RAYGUN
LOUNGE, 501 E PINE ST.
Phase 2: “No Place Like Home”
Two authors read their latest works
about dysfunctional and/or unusual
families.
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STUDENTS’ GUIDE TO LIT CRAWL SEATTLE 2014
Madeline Corbin
Volunteer Writer
Capitol Hill will be crawling with
authors, poets, graphic novelists and
literature enthusiasts this Thursday.
This year marks the third annual Lit
Crawl Seattle, a walking tour from
6 to 9 p.m. where over 65 local au-
thors will present their work at 21
differentvenues.
The free event takes place in three
45-minute phases (plus 15 minutes
breaks in between to walk to the next
location), with readings at seven dif-
ferent locations during each phase.
Most of the venues are all ages.
Lit Crawl Seattle is part of a literary
movement going on in cities across
the country—and in London. The Lit
Crawl began as the finale to the San
Francisco LitQuake, a week-long lit-
erary festival in San Francisco that is
now celebrating its 15th anniversary.
It then spread to Iowa City, Miami,
Brooklyn, Manhattan, London, Los
Angeles, Austin and Seattle. In many
cities, it has been added to an already-
existing literary festival, but in Seattle
it is a free-standing event.
Rebekah Anderson, a writer her-
self, first started Lit Crawl Seattle in
2012. Since then the staff has grown
to a group of seven coordinators, in-
cluding other authors and journalists.
Aside from these core staff members,
they also have partners at each loca-
tion and volunteers on the actual day
to ensure everything runs smoothly.
This year’s Lit Crawl, which has been
in planning since March, is aiming to
be even bigger and better than in pre-
vious years. With more authors, more
locations, more official sponsors and
more experience, the event is quickly
becoming an integral part of Seattle’s
literary culture.
Though the Lit Crawl is not unique
to Seattle, the context and atmosphere
of the event is very local. According to
Lit Crawl Seattle’s Programming Di-
rector Michelle Goodman, Seattle has
a unique literary community.
“First of all, there are so many local
authors here,” Goodman said. “It’s not
the hugest city, but there are readings
happening every night of the year.”
Seattle’s literary scene is also ex-
tremely diverse, she said.
“At Lit Crawl, we try to bring all
these divergent literary groups into
one spot,” Goodman said. “We’re also
a very liberal-minded city, and we try
to reflect that.”
One entire reading is dedicated to
the topic of marijuana, where two
authors will read excerpts from their
books about pot. This event takes
place at the Century Ballroom and is
ages 21 and over.
Due in part to the presence of jour-
nalists on the Lit Crawl Board of Di-
rectors (such as Jane Hodges and Mi-
chelle Goodman), the event will also
feature several non-fiction authors.
“There are readings on topics that
are not traditionally literary,” said Jane
Hodges, Co-Chair of the Lit Crawl.
“But nonfiction writing about things
we’re all experiencing, told in narra-
tive style, can be just as interesting as
an inventedworld.”
An all-ages reading titled “They’ve
Got Issues” focuses on social justice
issues. The reading will take place
at Office Nomads and will include a
reading from Kshama Sawant, a popu-
lar socialist city council member.
There is something for everyone at
this year’s Lit Crawl. Some other lit-
erary genres
that will be featured in-
clude environmental poetry, graphic
novels, comics, shorts stories, fairy
tales, crime writing and more.
“It’s a fun mash-up,” Hodges said.
She hopes it will attract an equally di-
verse group of people.
“People who care about income in-
equality may go to readings to hear
about that, which will bring the po-
litical world and the literary world to-
gether,” Hodges said.
Students interested in literature or
other topics covered in the Lit Crawl
are encouraged to attend.
“Ifyou’re a writerwith aspirations to
create work, there is a lot to be gained,”
Goodman said. “You can see how
other people do it, and learn about
different styles.”
The event offers a mixof experience
levels from which to learn. Many of
the featured authors are early in their
career, and several are more well-
known, established authors. The envi-
ronment is veryfriendly and informal,
with many opportunities to mingle.
“There’s not much separation be-
tween the reader or performer and
the audience,” Goodman said. “You’re
all there together; it’s almost like a
house party.”
This makes it easy to talk to the au-
thors themselves after their readings
or at the Lit Crawl after-party, open to
all ages, at 9 p.m. at Hugo House on
OCTOBER 22. 2014
PHOTO COURTESY OF MIKE RUSSELL, MIKERUSSELLFOTO.COM
Capitol Hill.
Much more than just a collection
of book readings, the Lit Crawl is an
opportunity to learn about Seattle’s
culture, visit interesting local ven-
ues, celebrate local literature and
build community.
Seattle Lit Crawl will take place this
Thursday, Oct. 23 from 6 to 9 p.m. at
various local venues. For a full list of
events, visit litcrawl.org/seattle.
The editormay be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
PHOTO COURTESY OF GREENCITYPIX.COM
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SEATTLE’S SPOOKY HALLOWEEN HAUNTS
Siri Smith
Volunteer Writer
HILLOWEEN
Nurse your Halloween nostalgia with
a Halloween carnival here on Capitol
Hill. After all, no one is too old for
some old-fashioned Halloween fun.
Carnival games, balloon animals, face
painters, stilt walkers, magic tricks,
music and more will be at Cal Ander-
son’s kid-friendly carnival this Satur-
day from 12-3:30 p.m. The carnival
will be followed by a costume parade
at 3:30 p.m.
and trick-or-treating on
Broadway from 4 to 7 p.m. After all of
the Halloween festivities, you can fill
up on pizza at Pagliacci’s Pizza party
from 5 to 7 p.m.
The events will take place a short
walk from campus at Cal Anderson
park this Saturday, Oct. 25 from 12 to
7 p.m. Admission is free..
TRICK OR TREAT: A QUEER
HALLOWEEN ART EXHIBI-
TION
View some boo-tiful artwork by lo-
cal LGBTQ artists at Gay City Health
Project. Paintings of creepy clowns,
ghosts, witches, aliens, monsters and
more will surely haunt you. Come cel-
ebrate the Halloween season with Se-
attle’s localLBTQ art scene.
The multi-disciplinary exhibit runs
through Nov. 9 at Gay City Health
Project just off campus by Kaladi
Brothers Coffee. Admission is free.
EMP’S 31 DAYS OF HORROR
The Experience Music Project (EMP)
is sure to thrill you with its multiple
Halloween-themed events this month.
Museum admission is not necessary.
Catch a horror movie classic on the
EMP’s big screen. This month the mu-
seum’s Campout Cinema series, which
brings the drive-in movie atmosphere
indoors, will be showing “The Shin-
ing” inside the museum’s state-of-the-
art Sky Church. Bring some pillows
and a friend to cling onto. The event
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is Thursday, Oct. 30. Doors open at
7:30 p.m. and tickets are $12.
Halloween-enthusiasts over age 21
can celebrate this season by testing
their knowledge of the cult classic
“Buffy the Vampire Slayer.” The EMP
is hosting a “Buffy Trivia Party!” on
Friday, Oct. 24 at 5:30 p.m. The trivia
party will be held inside of the muse-
um’s restaurant and bar, POP. Tickets
are $8.
Ifyou can’t make these events, con-
sider taking a spooky stroll through
the museum’s current cinematic hor-
ror exhibit, “Can’t Look Away: The
Lure of Horror Film.” Student tickets
are $18 without a costume and $13
with one.
SEATTLE THRILL THE
WORLD DANCE
Do you like dancing? Do you like
zombies? Do you like Michael Jack-
son’s “Thriller”? If you said yes to any
of these, then go to Occidental Park in
Pioneer Square this Saturday to watch
the undead in a Halloween tribute
to Michael Jackson. Thrill the World
is an annual worldwide event where
fans from around the globe dress up
as zombies and dance to raise money
for charity.
The zombie takeover starts this Sat-
urday, Oct. 25 at 2:30 p.m. Dancing
begins at 3 p.m. Admission is free.
“THIS IS HALLOWEEN!”
BURLESQUE SHOW
Can Can presents its eighth annual
burlesque rendition of Tim Burton’s
spooktacular classic, “The Nightmare
Before Christmas.” With live music,
cabaret, burlesque, 3D special effects
and more, this is a new twist on a Hal-
loween classic, you truly don’t want
to miss.
Shows run at the Triple Door Oct.
23 through Nov. 1 and most shows are
all ages. Tickets range from $20 to $40.
HAUNTED TOURS
You might be too scared to return
to Pike Place Market after going on
the Market Ghost Tour. The spooky
tour walks you through Seattle’s first
mortuary and an old, haunted grave-
yard. (Fun fact: the term “graveyard
shift” originated in Seattle. They had
to transport bodies from the grave-
yard in underground Seattle to a new,
above-ground graveyard late at night.)
The tour is 75 minutes long and
runs every Tuesday through Sunday.
$16.50 plus tax, or $14.50 with valid
student ID.
Those over age 21 can also partici-
pate in the “Halloween Pub Crawl”
put on by the Market Ghost Tour. Go
trick-or-treating at bars in Pike Place
Market the night of Halloween.
The creepy crawl starts at 7 p.m. on
Oct. 31 at Ghost Alley Espresso and
ends at the Alibi Room. $20 not in-
cluding drinks.
ADULT FUNPLEX:
HAUNTED EDITION
Some more spine-shivering news for
those 21 and over! The Neumos fam-
ily is hosting its eighth annual cos-
tume partyon the night of Halloween.
All three of the venues will be used
for this event: Barboza, Neumos and
Moe Bar. Enjoy drinks, meet new peo-
ple and listen to bands and DJs like
THEESatisfaction, Jackthe Sipper and
Bloody Mary.
The party starts at 8 p.m. on Oct. 31.
Admission is free.
The editormay be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
CONNOR COOK
PLUM CAFE MAKES ROOM FOR SUGAR PLUM
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
The soy milk-toting, rice-cake-
munching vegans of Capitol Hill
have a new reason to celebrate: veg-
an dessert!
The Seattle Plum family of vegan
restaurants will close its beloved
Plum Cafe on 15th Avenue on Nov. 1
and reopen as Sugar Plum before the
close of winter.
Sugar Plum will be a vegan dessert
venue with a variety of sweets and
ice cream.
Seattle University junior Susanna
Waldrop stresses the importance of
vegan options both on and off cam-
pus. Having maintained a vegan diet
sinceher freshman year,Waldrop has
found most ofher meals at C- Street.
Still, she said the more vegan options
there are, the better.
.
“Its really important to have a
wide variety ofvegan options on and
off campus,” Waldrop said in a Face-
book message to the Spectator. “If a
menu has just one vegan option, peo-
ple are probably less likely to order
it since it could be something they
don’t like. The more options there
are, the more inclined people are to
give them a try.”
Makini Howell, the chef behind
the series of Plum restaurants, pro-
vides exclusively vegan options. Plum
Cafe was Howell’s original project,
but she later extendedher restaurant
business to include Plum Bistro on
12th Avenue and Plum Pantry near
Seattle Center. Still, Plum Cafe holds
a particular significance for Howell
because itwas there, almost ten years
ago, that she put in hours of dedica-
tion and developed her vegan menu.
“That was where I lived,” How-
ell said. She describes Plum Cafe
as a representation of what she has
learned and where she has been. She
started out there and has evolved
ever since; now she is taking another
step forward by making the cafe into
a sweet shop.
Howell pointed out that the tran-
sition is also representative of the
evolution of the community, which
is the primary reason for making
the switch.
“We’ve seen the neighborhood
change a lot,” Howell said. “I wanted
to make sure that we kept up with the
change that was going on.”
Howell believes that the business-
es that last the longest are the ones
that are most adaptive to change.
“It’s not that Plum Cafe can’t of-
fer anything, it’s just that Plum Cafe
needs to evolve,” Howell said.
The transition is being funded
through Community Sourced Capi-
tal, a lending system which allows
community members to buy invest-
ment “squares” of $50 each, which
the business will then pay back
over time.
IfPlum Cafe meets their fundrais-
ing goal of $23,000 to $25,000, they
will be matched in funds by Crafts,
a local community development
financial institution.
The idea behind Community
Sourced Capital is that the commu-
nity can help Plum expand their res-
taurants, just as Plum is evolving to
better service the community with
vegan cuisine.
The Plum Cafe offers items like
burgers, sandwiches and milk-
shakes using a variety of meat and
dairy alternatives.
Waldrop said a variety of vegan
options are especially important
on menus.
“It’s hardand scary for people who
are unfamiliar with vegan food to
try and cook it,” Waldrop said. “Ifit’s
at a restaurant or the cafeteria, it’s a
more viable option to get people to
make little changes in their lifestyles
and eating habits. Therefore, a good
amount of vegan options on menus
can potentially make a big differ-
ence for the earth and all beings that
live here.”
Sugar Plum’s new menu will in-
clude vegan soft serve and old-fash-
ioned sweets. Since Howell grew up
vegan, she wants to provide a place
AUDREY MALLINAK • THE SPECTATOR
Quick! Come grab a delicous vegan snack at Plum Cafe before their temporary
closure and reopening as Sugar Plum.
where others can access all of the
things that she wanted as a kid but
couldn’t have. She also wants to ac-
commodate people who have dietary
restrictions by making these vegan
options more common.
“Since I grew up vegan I didn’t
really feel super normal, and I want
it to normalize veganism,” Howell
said. “[I want to] make it a part of
the everyday dining experience and
remove the notion that vegan food is
bad food, because it’s the best food
that you can eat.”
The ideology behind vegan-
ism even inspired Plum’s restaurant
name. “In Japan, plum blossoms are
the first flowers to emerge from the
dead of winter, symbolizing perse-
verance and hope for a better tomor-
row” their website reads. “Taking
inspiration from our name, we en-
deavor to craft Plum Restaurants into
OCTOBER 22. 2014
a realization ofour values ofcommu-
nity and hope for a brighter future.”
At the end of the day, Howell ar-
gues, we need to change the way we
eat. Veganism is sustainable for the
human body, the environment and
animal life, she said.
“All of this fear, the anxiety and
all of that stuff that’s in the animals
when they die, that goes into your
body” Howell said. “You are what
you eat So we need to eat better.”
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
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Will McQuilkin
Staff Writer
In the bloodiest days of World War
II, Brad Pitt and a battered group of
dark G.I.’s take on the German army
during the end ofthe war.
“Fury,” directed by David Ayer, is a
look at mankind using the iconic war
as a backdrop. The movie skillfully
maintains its intensity and feels fresh
and entertaining throughout.
Set in 1945 during the waning days
of the war, the film focuses on a small
group of American soldiers as they
rage towards Berlin, suffering mas-
sive losses and becoming rather jaded
by the whole experience.
The men themselves are classic war
movie cliches. There’s the scripture-
quoting Boyd “Bible” Swan (Shia
LaBeouf), the Southwestern Latino
tank driverTrini “Gordo” Garcia (Mi-
chael Pena) and the violent Southern
gunner Grady “Coon-Ass” Travis
(Jon Bemthal). With the nihilistic
Sergeant Don “Wardaddy” Collier
(Brad Pitt) at the helm, the soldiers
operate a confiscated German tank
nicknamed Fury.
The audience joins the crew shortly
after suffering their first death since
the war’s beginning. Enter the young,
scared typist Norman Ellison (Logan
Lerman) to clean out the guts of the
CRITIC’S CORNER: “FURY”
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deceased crewmember before taking
his place.
“Ideals are peaceful; history is vio-
lent,” is Wardaddy’s maxim, and he
doeshis best to project the lesson onto
the new recruit. Pitt succeeds in creat-
ing a compelling antihero: a man who
is terse, at times caring, but above
all ruthless.
Wardaddy is something of a gro-
tesque father figure for the crew, espe-
cially for its newest recruit.
It is the gruesome portrayal ofWar-
daddy and his men that gives “Fury”
its unique quality. There are moments
that feel like “Saving Private Ryan”—
but they are rare. Instead, directorDa-
vid Ayer takes the movie into a realm
that is bloody and full of grit. The
cinematography captures the violence
and horror of war through detailed
shots of tanksrolling over mud-caked
bodies and Americans shooting un-
armed Germans in the back.
Even in the movie’s few moments
of quiet, there is a tension building in
anticipation of the next graphic war
scene. For example, after Ellison los-
es his virginity to a German woman,
the same girl is nearly raped and mur-
deredby the poor boy’s comrades.
After two hours of blood and gore,
the movie comes to its intense close
with a long, gut-wrenching final battle
between Wardaddy’s small battalion
and a German column of 300 Schutz-
staffel (SS) infantry. It seems insane
because it is. But Wardaddy’s convic-
tion and paternal influence persuades
the crew to attempt the impossible—-
and a lot of graphic violence follows.
The intensity of the movie and the
strong performances from top to bot-
tom make “Fury” an exciting and
thoroughly entertaining war flick.
Pitt further cements his position as an
iconic movie star in his second per-
formance as a European Theater of
World War II soldier. Lerman is ex-
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cellent as the baby-faced Ellison and
even Shia LaBeouf (whom I normally
find annoying and/or laughable) is
quietly convincing.
In all, “Fury” is a must-see. Ayer,
who also wrote the script for“Training
Day” and directed “End of Watch,”
masterfully manipulates the familiar
cliches in contemporary war movies
in concert with unabashed violence.
The result is a well-crafted film.
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com
ELECTRONIC:
ODESZA @ Showboxat
the Market, 9 p.m.
'J
CLASSICAL:
Seattle UttiyersityChoirs
@ Chapet ofSt. Ignatius, f
8:30 p.m,
«■ SPOOKY ART:
Fright Night @ Art
Primo, 12-7 p.m.
ELECTRO-FUNK:
Chromeo @ Showbox
SODO, 8 p.m.
INDIE-ROCK:
The AirborneToxic
Event @ Showbox at
the Market, 9 p.m.
COMICS: Halloween
Comic Book Party with
D! Goo @ Cairo, 7 p.m.
TRIVIA: Rufiy Trivia
Party #BMP Museum
POP Kitchen +- Bar,
5:30 p.m.
RAP:
Big K.R.I.T. @ Showboxj
at the Market, 9 p.m.
ELECTRO-ROCK:
Breathe Carolina @ N'ei
mos, 8 p.m.
INDIE-POP:
Perfume Genius @ Nep-
tune Theatre, 9 p.m.
THROWBACK:
80s Halloween Celebra-
tion @ Showbox at the
Market,8p.m.
NOSTALGIA: Capitol
Hiiloween @ Cal Ander-
son Park, 12-7 p.m.
B-BALL PLAYERS DEMAND RESPECT, REPRESENTATION
Darlene Graham
Staff Writer
For many, womens and men’s bas-
ketball conjure very different expec-
tations. Longstanding jokes among
the sporting community belittle the
WNBA and womens basketball in
general as less serious than men’s bas-
ketball. Seattle University students
and young female athletes alike are
looking to reverse the stereotype.
Upon receiving the 2014 Dick’s
Sporting Goods catalog, 12-year-old
Arizona basketball player McKenna
Peterson set out to address the seeming
injustice head-on. As Peterson saw it,
the catalog grossly underrepresented
female athletes, inserting their photos
only as spectators and consumers of
nice shoes. In a strongly-worded let-
ter to Dick’s, McKenna expressed her
anger at the company’s failure to prop-
erly market their goods to their female
customer base. In doing so, Peterson
argued, they are further minimizing
the hard work of female athletes.
In response to Peterson’s letter, the
Spectator sat down with three play-
ers on Seattle U’s women’s basketball
team to discuss their experience with
sexism in their sport.
Kaylee Best, Wilma Afunugo and
Kristin Stoffel agreed that the over-
all stigma around women basketball
players is the greatest insult.
This prejudice ismade most evident
by the remarkably low attendance by
students of women’sbasketball games.
The players explained that they have
experienced this problem at both the
high school and collegiate level.
“Therewould always be more people
at the guys’ games,” Wilma Afunugo
said. “But they weren’t as good as us.
I just felt like people would go to the
guys’ games because they were guys
and they do all the fancy stuff, but we
do fancy stuff, too.”
But spectators don’t see it, she said.
“It was the same thing at my high
school. If we played after the boys we’d
SPORTS
have no fans because they’d all leave,
but if we played before the boys we’d
have fans in the second half or the
fourth quarter because people would
get there early for the guys’ games,”
Kaylee Best said.
An argument often circulated in the
NCAA claims that a contributing fac-
tor to the meager attendance of wom-
en’s sports games is the distinctive skill
set female athletes have. Women’sbas-
ketball is marked by its emphasis on
player and ball movement, rather than
the high-flying athleticism of playing
off the rim and profuse dunking typi-
cally associated with male players.
Stoffel addressed the presence of
this prejudice in the Women’s Nation-
al Basketball Association (WNBA),
as well as the continual quips and
jokes made to undermine female
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Sophomores Kaylee Best and Wilma Afunugo, and junior Kristin Stoffel. .
players’ talent.
“It’s not fair because we [as wom-
en] have a different skill set but
that doesn’t mean [WNBA players]
aren’t the very best in their sport,”
Stoffel said.
{There
would always
be more people at the
boys’ games, but they
weren’t as good as us.
Wilma Afunugo
Sophomore basketball player
“We spend the exact same number
of hours in the gym in the week that
the boys’ team does,” Best said.
When advising young female
athletes like Peterson, the players’
message is one of encouragement
and resiliency.
“It’s not the last time that’s going to
happen. Keep voicing her opinion,
keep workinghard to become the best
basketball player she can be regard-
less of her gender. Keep pointing out
things like the catalog because that
is the only way anything is going to
change,” Best said.
The just of the matter is, according
to Agungo, is simple. “We play just as
hard as the guys.”
Darlene may be reached at
dgraham@su-spectator.com
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XC TEAMS BRING IT AT EMERALD CITY OPEN
Connor Cartmill
StaffWriter
Seattle University’s Cross Coun-
try teams ran themselves to a strong
showing on Saturday as they hosted
the Emerald City Open at Lower
WoodlandPark.
Teams from the University ofWash-
ington, Oregon State, Seattle Pacific,
and a handful of local running clubs
were also featured at the open.
Sophie Curatilo won the womens
6k race with a time of 21:42. She fin-
ished just seconds ahead of the second
place finisher from Club Northwest.
Taylor de Laveaga came in second on
the team and seventh overall at 22:36,
followed by Lila Rice who came in at
22:46 and 12th overall. Elena Smith
was the fourth Redhawk and 17th
overall finisher with a time of 22:55
after which Emily Hedberg concluded
her run with 23:48 and 23rd place. By
taking the top five team finishes, these
women clinched their spots for the
WAG championships on November 1.
“The Women’s team looked solid
today, but not quite as confidently
aggressive as I know they can be,”
said head coach Trisha Steidl. “That’s
something we will build upon as we
head into the conference meet.”
The women are also off to a histori-
cally great start by cracking the top 15
in the West Region after winning the
Viking classic two weeks prior.
“The ladies set big goals for them-
selves at the start of the year and in
order to even get close to those goals,
they have to be very focused, moti-
vated, and determined,” Steidl said.
“They understand that and have taken
a more focused and accountable ap-
proach to this season as an entire team
than in previous years.”
Gus Arroyo led the way for the men
in their 8k event by finishing third
overall with a time of 26:15. Baxter
Arguinchona followed him at 26:25
and a fifth place finish. The next three
Redhawk runners came in consecu-
tively within seven seconds to round
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out their top five at 14th, 15th, and
16th place. Joe Charbonneau crossed
the line with a 27:11, Matthew Se-
idel at 27:15 and Collin Overbay at
27:18 respectively.
“The spread from one to five was
probably the smallest it’s been all sea-
son, which is great to see on a tough
course like this one,” Steidl said.
The rest of the men’s and women’s
squads will have their last chance to
earn their places on the conference
team on Friday in Corvallis, OR at the
Beaver Classic.
“There’s still building to do, but this
is a big step in the right direction for
these guys,” Steidl said. “Both teams
represented well on our home course.”
Connor may be reached at
ccartmill@su-spectator.com
Emily Hedberg is the sports editor ofthe
Spectator, and Taylor de Laveaga is a
staffphotographer.
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Several of the runners of the mens team
travelled in a packfor most of the race
(from left: Ben Monk, Louis Rodrigues,
Collin Overbay, and Joseph Nakao).
Lila Rice reaches the finish line, taking
12thplace.
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
KELLI WOODMAN
AUDREY MALLINIK • THE SPECTATOR
W♦ ** ™ 5lUu)' mg.
Freshman Ben Monk finishes in 18th
place with a time of27:25.
Q• What's your favorite thing
My favorite thing about tennis
is that it is an individual sport. I
can’t blame any of my downfalls
on anyone so it holds me account-
able to work hard and improve.
Because it is an individual sport
1 feel more accomplished when
I win because I know I allowed
myself to win, not a teammate.
Q! What’s your favorite place you
have traveled or want to travel to
with SU?
AI Tiie most exciting place we
xve traveled so far is Stanford
LAST WEEK IN SU ATHLETICS
THE 12YARD LINE
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
The Seahawks sure had an interest-
ing weekend. First off, they surprised
everyone last Friday when news got
out that they had traded Percy Harvin
to the New York Jets for a condition-
al draft pick. That’s right, the speedy
wide receiver that the team gave up
three draft picks to acquire, who has
four additional seasons remaining on
his contract and contributed to last
seasons super bowl victory, was given
away for practically nothing.
The trade certainly was not expect-
ed, but it does make some sense. For
one, reports surfaced of altercations
Harvin had with other players on the
team, including Golden Tate last sea-
son and Doug Baldwin this year. He
also reportedly had attitude problems
and would take himself out of games.
When he removed himself from the
game after a loss against Dallas, coach-
es had enough. Harvin was not pro-
ducing numbers that would justifyhis
salary, and he wasn’t a good fit for Se-
attle’s style of offense. It’s just a shame
we couldn’t get more than a condi-
tional pick for him. Reports that Seat-
tle attempted to acquire JuliusThomas
or Jordan Cameron surfaced later on,
which was heartening because they
are both excellent tight ends. But hey,
we’ve got Cooper Helfet, who made a
sweet touchdowncatch on Sunday.
Russell Wilson had the best game of
his career on Sunday when he became
the first player in NFL history to pass
for over 300 yards and rush for over
100 yards in the same game. He also
had two touchdowns through the air
and one on the ground. Surely Harvin
wasn’t missed, as he made use of mul-
tiple receivers including Doug Bald-
win, who had over 120 receiving yards
and a touchdown. In fact, the only
thing Wilson didn’t do in that game
was win.
Seattle fell behind early to their di-
vision rival, the Rams, but Wilson led
what lookedto be an epic comeback in
the second half. The momentum was
completely on their side as they pulled
the game to within two points and got
the Rams to a fourth down situation
with over two minutes to play. Unfor-
tunately St. Louis got the best of them
with a trickplay at the end of the game
when their punter passed the ball for
a first down. The game ended with
a bit of controversy when the Rams
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fumbled the ball on what seemed to be
the game-clinching play. It appeared
in the replays that Richard Sherman
had recovered the ball, but the refer-
ees called it in favor of St. Louis. Just
like that, the defending champs have
matched their loss total of last year by
falling to 3-3. This season has not gone
as many people anticipated, but there
is still plenty of time to make up for
it. Next they will be playing a Carolina
Panthers team who has also struggled
mightily since making the playoffs last
season. Hopefully the Seahawks can
get back on track.
Score Prediction:
Seahawks - 20 | Panthers - 14
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
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PROTECT ALL MARINE LIFE
The disappearanceand presumed deathofnewborn baby orca L-120 left me and
many other longtime Puget Sound residents heartbroken on Tuesday. The calf’s
birth was a rare glimmerof good news as our region suffers fromclimate change
and habitat depletion, and its death symbolized the end of that hope.
That said, the outpouring in the wake ofthe calf’s disappearance and probable
death—the tweets, the blog posts, the news articles—far outweighed the attention
given to other species that are dying out right under our noses.
They may be less cute and cuddly (less Sierra-Club-promotional-Christmas-
card-friendly, ifyou will), but otherkeystone species, like seagrasses and shellfish,
deserve justas much attention as orcas. These small, abundant organisms influence
the ecosystem from the bottom up, providing habitats for other organisms
and buffering tidal zones. Oysters are extremely effective at filtering seawater,
particularly in the event of algal blooms, which are exacerbated by pollutive
fertilizer runoff.
Some citizen science movements like Seagrass Watch have helped with research
and awareness of these threatenedspecies, but there continues to be widespread
disinterest fromboth politicians and the general public when it comes to protecting
the ocean’s less photogenic denizens.
I’ll continue to mourn littleL-120, and even more so,what its death symbolizes.
But I’ll also have my mind on the thousands of fish that float to the surface of
Hood Canal year after year, from perch to octopi to sculpins, all dead from
oxygen depletion.
Poor, ugly little sculpins have no Shamu out there to raise their public image.
Oysters don’t make good stuffed animals, and you’d be hard-pressed to find a
school with a seagrass mascot. But without these crucial species, the Puget Sound
ecosystem could collapse. L-120’s death shouldn’t just leave us misty-eyed, it
should incite action—for all threatenedmarine species, not just the cute ones.
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofCaroline Ferguson, Bianca Sewake, Mason Bryan, Alaina Bever, Maggie Molloy, EmilyHedberg, Collin Overbay, Nicole Schlaeppi, and AlyssaBrandt. Signedcommentaries reflect the opinions
ofthe authors and not necessarily those ofThe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
HOW DOES COMMUTING IMPACT YOUR SEATTLE UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE?
“The amountof time that it takes me to get
home... pretty much takesup all of the free
time that I can haveto enjoy myself... I don’t
necessarily get a lot of time to just relax.”
....
Manny Sigiienza, Junior
Caroline Ferguson, Editor-in-Chief
“It’s kind ofhard because I didn’t commute
last year. So I feel like that my friend aspect
is differentbecause they are doing their own
thingand I justcome during the day which
is tough.”
Brittany Nelson, Sophomore
OPINION
SNAP OUT OF IT, HACKERS
First J-Law, then Emma Watson gets threatened, and now more than 100,000
nude photos—including ones ofminors—will be leaked on the internet through
a third party app that saves Snapchats.
This is just one reason I don’t trust technology. I am that person who does not
save passwords or sync photos to some cloud thing because I do not understand
the concept of having my information (no matter how insignificant) floating
around somewhere that can store everything for who knows how long. But that
is beside the point.
The thing is, people do trust technology. And that is totally fine. Just because
I don’t, I don’t blame people who do or did. In fact, I don’tblame the SnapChat
victims for takingnudes of themselves.
Others can repeat the worn-out comments that it’s their fault for taking nude
photos or say they asked for it—both of which I disagree with. I mean, what a
concept right, that things shared between two people in private should be kept
between them. Whether it’s nudes, conversations or whatever else that is meant
to be shared onlybetween the intendedand consenting parties, I would be royally
tickedIfsomeone invaded my privacy.
I will even go as far as to say thatnude photos are okay (assuming that no one is
getting hurt, it is okay with the parties involved, and this is not some sick scheme
like child pornography). Naked photos can be empoweringand powerful, ifthe
person in the photo has control over what happens to that photo. Trespassing
on someone’s privacy? Not okay.
That is whyI think we should stop blaming the victims, and instead get angry
at those who violate and exploit our privacy.
Bianca Sewake, ManagingEditor & Online Content Editor
“Not a lot, I walk to school. So I don’t have
to spend time finding places to park because
a lot of people find it difficult to park espe-
cially during rush hour.”
Tung Nguyen, Junior
“Not fun, I walk probably like 45 minutes
to get here. But it gets me in shape.”
Ari Andrews, Senior
- NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • THE SPECTATOR
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THE GUIDANCE
COUNSELOR
Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
Qe I have two exes that want me back. One• is really nice, but he only wants to be FWB. The other is nice as
well, but we disagree on quite a bit politically. He wants a rela-
tionship. They’re both amazing guys and doing greatat winning me back.
Who shouldI choose ?
A
What kind of situation are you looking for? Why did the re-
• lationships end between these two gentlemen? I believe that
• that is especially telling for future compatibility. For the sec-
ond guy, that depends on if his politics are a deal breaker.
Personally, I could ne\*er be with anyone who believes in something that
infringes my rights (like access to abortion or marriage equality). There
seems to be a fundamental difference in many of these heated political
stances. Ofcourse, people with differing politics have and do existharmo-
niously, but that depends on your priorities and whether you’re willing to
agree to disagree. Relationships are something to be 150% wholehearted
about, and if there are any predispositions, they’re really only going to
intensify. I notice that you don’t mention what you want, which prompts
me to suggest that perhaps neither person is ideal for you. In fact, you
imply that yourself. Spend time, especiallyromantically, with people who
respect and appreciate you; you deserve nothing less than the best. These
two people are not your only options, and being single is incredibly fun
and rewarding. I know you may be bored, but a lot of great opportunities
could arise ifyou stay open.
Deuces,
Emily
To submit a question, visit guidance-counselor.tumblr.com.
by Emily August
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
No doubt by now you have seen the TV advertisements in support of
Initiative 594, the initiative to enact universal background checks for all
firearm sales or transfers. Billionaires from all over the country are doll-
ing out their money by the millions to try and buy your support on the
upcoming ballot. I would like to take the opportunity to say why 1-594 is
a bad initiative.
Personally I understand the premise for extending background checks,
to keep guns out of the hands ofcriminals, but 1-594 isa terribly flawed ini-
tiative and will do way more harm than good. For starters, the hardened
criminals this law is aimed at don’t go to gun stores or gun shows to buy
their guns. “Ifyou talk to any criminal, they can find a gun within an hour
or two. Cheaper guns that were stolen can be sold for $50. On the street,
a typical good handgun will run you $200 to $300,” says former ATF As-
sistantDirectorMike Bouchard. That is much less than 50% ofwhat it will
cost you for a good handgun at any respectable gun store.
Secondly, the extremely restrictivecompliance measures for sales, trans-
fers,and loansoffirearms will make many law abiding citizens into crimi-
nals. With a very few, narrowly defined exceptions, any time a firearm
transfers possession, for example loaning (not “selling”) your shotgun to
a friend so he can go on a hunting trip, the recipient must undergo a full
background check at his expense to avoid crossing the law. Think that
sounds ridiculous? You would then also have to pay for a background
check to legally get your own gun back! I can’t make this stuff up. ]ust for
fun, let’s say you conducted this transaction twice. Since you have con-
ducted two transfers without background checks you are now a Class C
felon, congratulations! You would now be the company of those charged
with assault of a child, aggravated assault, and assault with a deadly weap-
on. Also your second offense would be classified as a “serious offense” like
murder, rape, child molesting, robbery and burglary. All of this because
you didn’t do some paperwork.
Lastly, ifthe initiative is so great why don’t the police support it? Now
before you say, “Hey, what about the commercials I have seen featuring
Washington police chiefs?” just remember, they are appointed officials.
They can get fired for expressing the “wrong” opinion. The Washington
Council of Police & Sheriffs, the organization that represents 7500 police
officers, about 65 percent of the officers in the state, as well as the Wash-
ington State Law Enforcement Firearms Instructors Associate oppose the
initiative. In a public statement they said they do not believe this measure
will keep guns out of the hands of criminals or the mentally ill. They also
believe that the measure will cause law abiding citizens to unintentionally
commit crimes. I think they would have better insight into how to reduce
crime than any billionaire buying commercial air time. Given their expe-
rience, the professional opinion ofthe officers actually enforcing the laws
should definitely be given serious consideration.
This initiative is clearly deeply flawed and will cause many more prob-
lems than it will solve. Please vote no on 1-594.
Jason Morin
SU Student
M4
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